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Abstract

A new speed reducer with the planocentric involutegearing mechanism,which can be replaced with a cycloid drive,
is developed. This speed reducer eliminates some significant disadvantages of the cycloid drive, which are difficulty
in not only designing and manufacturing the tooth profile but also meshing the gears to maintain an accurate center
distance. In this paper, to avoid tooth tip interference between internal and external gears and maximize a speed
reduction ratio, a pressure angle, a tooth height, a profile shifting factor and the number of teeth are simulated. We
manufacture a prototype based on these simulated results of the design specifications (the rated power of 350watts,
rated speed of 3600rpm and speed reduction ratio of41:1), of which the overall size is <DI46mmx95.2mm. A power
efficiency test of the prototype is carriedout to comparewith the cycloid drive.
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1. Introduction

Typical speed reducers used widely in industry,
which have not only relatively high speed reduction
but compactness, have been known as the planetary
gear reducer, cycloid drive and harmonic drive. The
planetary gear reducer has the advantage of easiness
of designing and machining the involute tooth profile
as well as little influence of the manufacturing and
assembly errors. However, it is difficult to maximize
a speed reduction ratio because of the tooth tip
interference (Lynwander, 1983). Whereas, the cycloid
drive, which uses the planocentric cycloid gearing
mechanism, has a higher speed reduction ratio than
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one of the planetary gear reducer. The designing and
machining process of the cycloid gear tooth are very
difficult and the manufacturing and assembly errors
between the cycloid gears and pins (or rollers)
seriously affects in a backlash; mesh to maintain an
accurate center distance is important (Lai, 2006). The
harmonic drive is used for precision mechanisms
required a more higher speed reduction ratio, a little
backlash and high compactness, but it has the large
moment of inertia due to the wave generator
operation and relatively low power effi-ciency.
(Caison, 1985)

In this paper, we developed a new speed reducer
with the planocentric involute gearing mechanism
which can be replaced with the cycloid drive; the
speed reducer can not only have the advantages of the
planetary gear reducer but eliminate the above sig-
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nificant disadvantages of the cycloid drive. The key to
design the speed reducer is to avoid the tooth tip

interference between the internal and external gears
and maximize a speed reduction ratio. Therefore, the
objective function is to maximize a speed reduction

ratio and the design constraints are considered to set
limits to the overall size, contact ratio and bending
and contact stresses of the gears. A prototype of the

speed reducer with the rated power of 350watts, rated
speed of 3600rpm and speed reduction ratio of41: 1 is

optimally designed and manufactured for industrial
robots. A power efficiency test of the prototype is
carried out to compare with the cycloid drive.
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Carrier

Output Shaft
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Fig. I. A kinematic diagram of the planocentric speed reducer.

2.1 Kinematic diagram

2. Mechanism layout

The mechanism of the new speed reducer is similar
to one of the cycloid drive, because the planocentric
gearing mechanism is used. The input shaft has two

cranks with phase difference of 180°, which are
inserted into bearings of the two planetary gears,
respectively. The ring gear is fixed to the case. The
carrier assembly, which consists of the carrier pins,
carrier and its output shaft, is designed to transfer a

pure rotation of the planetary gears to the central axis
of the output shaft. Bearings are installed at the
branches between the front of the input shaft and
frontal case, between the frontal crankshaft and fron

tal planetary gear, between the rear crankshaft and
rear planetary gear, and between the rear of the input
shaft and case. The case is fixed to a frame or an
external structure.

For the speed reducer, a speed reduction ratio can
be deduced as (Maiti et al., 1996)

(2)

2.2 Geometrical considerations in design

The geometric relationship of the tooth tip inter
ference between the ring and planetary gears can be
shown in Fig. 2. The tooth tip interference occurs
during engagement and disengagement gearing. To
prevent a possibility that the tooth tip interference
occurs, the path of AT! must clear the point of An by
adequate margin. The AT l and An are the intercepted
points between the tip circles ofthe ring and planetary
gears. Thus, a condition that tooth tip interference
doesn't occur is determined by arc length between the
points of AT! and An which is more than 0.05 times
as much as the gear module. (Colbourne, 1987)

Fig. 2. Checking the tooth tip interference.

(I)
. zp
l[2=----

Zr -zp

Where
Zp: the number of teeth of the planetary gear

z.: the number of teeth of the ring gear

To maximize a speed reduction ratio, the number of
teeth of the planetary gear should be large as many as
possible and the difference of the teeth number

between the ring and planetary gears should be small
as many as possible.

Where
Rn : Radius of the tip circle of the gear
0T2 : Polar angle ofthe point Aj-,
°

2
: Polar angle of the point AT! relative to the ring
gear
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y To: torque acting on the output shaft

rp: a pitch circle radius ofthe planetary gear

rc: a pitch circle radius of the carrier pins

The relationship of the force and deformation

between the carrier pins and pin holes is based on the

Hertzian contact theory. (Pillkey, 1994)

(6)

Where

Fig. 3. A free body diagram of the frontal planetary gear.

Using Eqs. (3)-(6), the bearing reaction force is

given as follows;

2.3 Strength analysis

The variables (Rn , BT 2 and B2 ) of the Eq. (2) are

functions of the gearing parameters which are the

pressure angle, gear module, number of teeth, profile
shifting factors, tooth height, etc for the ring and

planetary gears. From the Eq. (2), tooth tip inter
ference is verified if these gearing parameters are

given.

Figure 3 shows a free body diagram of the frontal
planetary gear on loading. The transmitted forces (Frb

Frn) are acting on the line of action of the gear pair. In

addition, the bearing reaction forces (Fsts FS1J are

generated from the frontal crankshaft. The reaction
forces (f;, i=I,2, ...N/2) are applied from the carrier

pins of which total number is N. Neglecting inertia

forces, we have three force and moment equilibrium

conditions as follows;

(7)

(9)

(8)St = W;Ks 1.0 KsKrnKS

Ky Fm J

1/2

s, = Cp[W;Ca<. CrnCf]
c; dpF 1

N/2

Lsinr+1(iA.-¢)

7J = -'.i""-I':-:- _
N /2L sin" (iA. - ¢)
i=l

Where;

Bending stresses (Sr) of the tooth root fillet and

contact stresses (Sc) on the surface of the gear teeth

are calculated by the following AGMA stress

equations.

(3)

(4)

(5)
N /2

F,·trp = Fcrc2:Pi sin(iA - ¢)

Frn + Fe = FSI1

Frt = Fst

i=l Where

Where

3. Conceptual design

3.1 Optimal design process

To maximize a speed reduction ratio, design para-
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meters listed in Table 1 are considered. The speci
fications to design the new speed reducer are con
sidered as the same specifications as the cycloid drive
named by Sumitomo CNH-6095-43 listed in Table 2.
The overall size is limited to be <1>160 mmxl lu rnrn
as referred to Sumitomo CNH-6095-43. Efficiency is
available in case of over 80% and allowable bending
and contact stresses of gears, which are ones of the
chromium-molybdenum alloy steel (AISI4140), are
limited to be 30 kgf/mm' and 77 kgf/mrn", respec
tively. (Harvey, 1985)

Design of the new speed reducer is carried out by
the algorithm of the simple optimal design checking
the tooth tip interference, stresses, contact ratio, etc.
The detail procedure is listed in Table 3.

Table I. Design parameters.

Gears

Carrier

Module
Pressure angle

Teeth numbers ofgears
Addendum and dedendum

Profile shift factosr
Face width

Number ofcarrier pins
Radius of carrier pin
Length of carrier pin

Pitch circle radius ofcarrier pin

m
a

r,
I,

3.2 Design results

With difference of the teeth number of 4; the 171
teeth number of the ring gear and 167 teeth number of
the planetary gear, the new speed reducer having the
speed reduction ratio of 41:1 is designed as listed in
Table 4. The significant performances of the designed
speed reducer are compared with ones of the
benchmark cycloid drive (CNH-6095-43) in Table 5.
The contact and bending stresses of the designed
speed reducer listed in Table 5 are calculated by the
AGMA stress equations [Eqs. (8) and (9)]. The
contact stress and bearing reaction force of the
cycloid drive are calculated by the research of Sung
Chul Lee et al. (1987). The contact stress is nearly
twice high but the bearing reaction force has
decreased by 19% and the overall size is about the
same.

The weak points of stresses are checked by the
finite element method (FEM) software (ANSYS).
Figure 4 shows the bending stress of the tooth root
fillet on condition that the maximum load is acting on
the pitch point of the planetary gear. The maximum
bending stress of the tooth fillet is 23.25 kgf/mrn', in
addition, Fig. 5 shows a contact stress between the
planetary and ring gear and the maximum contact

I. choose the teeth numbers
2. calculate a speed reduction ratio and skip if it is larger than
specified one
3. choose common parameters (module and pressure angle) with
prescribed ranges of the rack, tooth height and profile shifting
factors for the gears
4. check the tooth tip interference and skip if Eq. (2) is not
satisfied.
5. check a contact ratio and skip if it is less than 1.2
6. calculate the transmitted force acting on the planetary gear for
the rated power and input speed listed in Table I.
7. choose the width of the planetary gear
8. check a bending and contact stresses of the gears and skip if
these are larger than prescribed allowable ones, respectively.
9. calculate the overall diameter of the ring gear and skip if it is
larger than prescribed one
10. Among the selected feasible solution, choose the design

parameters to maximize the speed reduction ratio and
minimize the overall size.

Designed Speed Cycloid Drive
Reducer (CNH-6095-43)

Bending stress of
21.1

gears (kgf/mnr')
-

Contact stress of
28.2

gears (kgfzrrmr')
12.9

Bearing reaction
125.0 154.9

force (kgf)

Overall size (mm) <l>146x95.2 <l>145x100

4
10mm
50mm
42mm

Carrier

0.75 mm
30 0

167
171

0.75 mm
0.75 mm

o
0.05

12mm

Gears

m
a

Table 4. Design results.

Table 5. Comparisons to the cycloid drive.

41:1
350

3600

Speed ratio
Rated power (Watt)

Rated input speed (rpm)

Table 2. Design specifications.

Table 3. Design algorithm.
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Fig. 4. A bending stress of the planetary gear,
Fig. 6. A solid model of the planocentric speed reducer.
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Fig. 8. The test-bench for the planocentric speed reducer.

Fig. 7. Manufactured components of the planocentric speed
reducer.

4.2 Prototype manufacturing

Figure 7 shows manufactured components of the

speed reducer. The major components; the planetary
and ring gears are machined by a typical hobbing
machine. The input shaft (the crankshaft), output shaft
(the carrier) and carrier pins are machined by CNC
machine tools and the other components are ma-

stress is 30.44 kgf/rnrrr'. These stresses are similar to
calculated values by the AGMA stress equations so
that the speed reducer is safely designed.

4. Prototype evaluation

4.1 Detail design for prototype

Fig. 5. A contact stress between the planetary and ring gears.

Based on the results of the conceptual design listed

in Table 4, we have done a detail design. The input

shaft having a crankshaft with eccentricity of 1.5mm

and output shaft connected to the carrier are designed.
We used the software of COBRA (Advanced rotating

machinery Dynamics, 1994) to verify the fatigue life

of the five bearings according to the calculated
bearing radial forces. Based on the reaction forces, the

four carrier pins inserted into roller bushes (dry

bearings) which are in contact with pin holes of the
planetary gears are designed. A solid model is

constructed as shown in Fig. 6 by commercial CAD

software. (Pro/Engineer)
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chined by a generic lathe and milling machine.

(I) Within the overall size of <1> 146 mrn x95.2 mm, the
speed reducer with rated power 350 watt, rated

speed 3600 rpm, and a speed reduction rate of
41: I can be designed.

(2) The module and teeth numbers of the ring and
planetary gears are 0.75,171 and 167, respectively.
The pressure angle is determined to be 30° to
avoid the tooth tip interference.

(3) The power efficiency of the prototype is measured
as high as 80%. A difference of the efficiency
between the prototype and cycloid drive is about
5%, which is slight. The prototype is suitable to be
replaced with the cycloid drive.

(4) The key point of the new model is regarded as to
be economic to manufacture due to little influence
of a manufacturing and assembly errors.
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Fig. 9. A comparison of measured efficiency between the
planocentric speed reducer and cycloid drive.

4.3 Performance test

Figure 8 shows a test-bench to measure power
transmission efficiency of the prototype. The test
bench consists of a power source (AC servo motor),
torque-sensor and dynamometer. The input shaft of
the prototype is directly connected to the torque
sensor and the output shaft is also directly connected
to the dynamometer. A test to measure power
efficiency of the prototype is carried out under
condition of constant output torque (dynamometer
brake torque) of 38N-m and variable input speeds.
Figure 9 shows efficiency of the prototype and
benchmark cycloid drive (CNH-6095-43) measured
on the same condition. The power efficiency of the
prototype is measured as high as 80%. According to a
comparison of the efficiency between the prototype
and cycloid drive, a difference of the efficiency is
about 5%, which is slight. Therefore, we consider that
the new speed reducer is suitable to be replaced with
the cycloid drive and used widely in industry.

5. Conclusion

We developed the new speed reducer with the
planocentric involute gearing mechanism, which can
be replaced with the cycloid drive. To avoid the tooth
tip interference and maximize a speed reduction ratio,
a pressure angle, a tooth height, a profile shifting factor
and the number of teeth are simulated. We manu
factured the prototype with these simulated results for
the design specifications and carried out its efficiency
test to compare with the cycloid drive. (RV-20)
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